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The universe, according to modern day physics, is
not composed of the individual parts and pieces that
we perceive with our five senses but instead is
described as being one unified whole through a
mysterious invisible force that instantly connects
every part of the cosmos. These and many other
incredible findings in the area of Quantum Physics
have shaken the foundations of the scientific
community. Even more important, the general public
at large is not aware of these discoveries. Book
jacket.
"This essay, originating in a speech delivered in
1956 at an Israel Independence Day celebration,
discusses the religious significance of the creation of
the State of Israel and the obligation that its
existence imposes upon Jews."--BOOK JACKET.
For thousands of years, no book has been more
shrouded in mystery than the Zohar, yet no book
offers us greater wisdom. The central text of
Kabbalah, the Zohar is a commentary on the Bible’s
narratives, laws, and genealogies and a map of the
spiritual landscape. In The Essential Zohar, the
eminent kabbalist Rav P. S. Berg decodes its
teachings on evil, redemption, human relationships,
wealth and poverty, and other fundamental concerns
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from a practical, contemporary perspective. The
Zohar and Kabbalah have traditionally been known
as the world’s most esoteric sources of spiritual
knowledge, but Rav Berg has dedicated his life to
making this concentrated distillation of infinite
wisdom available to people of all faiths so that we
may use its principles to live each day in harmony
with the divine.
Judaism.
Using Jungian and Freudian psychology, the author
illuminates the many psychological processes that
relate to the structure and dynamics of the
Kabbalistic Tree of Life. Includes issue encountered
by the developing individual, as well as those of
madness and pure mystical experience. Formerly
titled KABBALAH AND PSYCHOLOGY.
Arguably the most profound mystic of the 20th
century, Rav Yehuda Ashlag is revered by students
of Kabbalah even today for his rare ability to make
complex concepts intelligible. The Wisdom of Truth
covers all of the basic truths of Kabbalah, focusing
on human dignity and how people must behave
toward one another in order to eliminate chaos in the
world. This new translation from the original Hebrew
has been completely re-edited by renowned scholar
Michael Berg, who has also provided a helpful
introduction.
"Colors and numbers have a lot of significance for
us. We each have our own personal number
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vibrations and personal color vibrations. Some of
these numbers, such as our date of birth, are
permanent. We also have temporary personal colors
that change with the calendar. By consciously
surrounding ourselves with our personal colors, we
become more in tune with the cosmic forces. Colors
and numbers are useful to our lives and attitudes.
They may form a basis for our affirmations and
declarations about ourselves, which is exactly the
purpose of this book. May every Colors & Numbers
day be a joyous one for you!" — Louise L. Hay
The Kabbalist Rabbi Laitman, who was the student and
personal assistant to Rabbi Baruch Ashlag from
1979-1991, follows in the footsteps of his rabbi in
passing on the wisdom of Kabbalah to the world. This
book is based on sources that were passed down by
Rabbi Baruch's father, Rabbi Yehuda Ashlag (Baal
HaSulam), the author of 'the Sulam', the commentaries
on The Book of Zohar, who continued the ways of the Ari
and Rabbi Shimon Bar Yochai and many great
Kabbalists throughout the generations before them. The
goal of this book is to assist individuals in confronting the
first stages of the spiritual realm. This unique method of
study, which encourages sharing this wisdom with
others, not only helps overcome the trials and tribulations
of everyday life, but initiates a process in which
individuals extend themselves beyond the standard
limitations of today's world.
Ancient Kabbalistic mysticism and the search for
meaning by looking to the stars are related in ways that
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may surprise readers. Kabbalah, in fact, offers arguably
the oldest and wisest application of astronomy and
astrology known to humankind. Kabbalistic Astrology is a
tool for understanding one's individual nature at its
deepest level and putting that knowledge to immediate
use in the real world. A natural addition to Berg's many
writings on spirituality, the book explains why destiny is
not the same as predestination and shows that we have
many possible futures and can become masters of our
fate. Written in Berg's trademark clear, intelligible style,
the book teaches how to discover challenges faced in
previous incarnations and how to overcome them, as
well as the secrets to finding the love, success, and
spiritual fulfillment.
Agile is broken. Most Agile transformations struggle.
According to an Allied Market Research study, "63% of
respondents stated the failure of agile implementation in
their organizations." The problems with Agile start at the
top of most organizations with executive leadership not
getting what agile is or even knowing the difference
between success and failure in agile. Agile
transformation is a journey, and most of that journey
consists of people learning and trying new approaches in
their own work. An agile organization can make use of
coaches and training to improve their chances of
success. But even then, failure remains because many
Agile ideas are oversimplifications or interpreted in an
extreme way, and many elements essential for success
are missing. Coupled with other ideas that have been
dogmatically forced on teams, such as "agile team
rooms", and "an overall inertia and resistance to change
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in the Agile community," the Agile movement is ripe for
change since its birth twenty years ago. "Agile 2"
represents the work of fifteen experienced Agile experts,
distilled into Agile 2: The Next Iteration of Agile by seven
members of the team. Agile 2 values these pairs of
attributes when properly balanced: thoughtfulness and
prescription; outcomes and outputs, individuals and
teams; business and technical understanding; individual
empowerment and good leadership; adaptability and
planning. With a new set of Agile principles to take Agile
forward over the next 20 years, Agile 2 is applicable
beyond software and hardware to all parts of an agile
organization including "Agile HR", "Agile Finance", and
so on. Like the original "Agile", "Agile 2", is just a set of
ideas - powerful ideas. To undertake any endeavor, a
single set of ideas is not enough. But a single set of
ideas can be a powerful guide.
From the prize-winning Chilean novelist Antonio
Skármeta, author of Il Postino, comes this soulful novella
about a son and his estranged father Jacques is a
schoolteacher in a small Chilean village, and a French
translator for the local paper. He owes his passion for the
French language to his Parisian father, Pierre, who, one
year before, abruptly returned to France without a word
of explanation. Jacques and his mother's sense of
abandonment is made more acute by their isolation in
this small community where few read or think. While
Jacques finds distraction in a crush on his student's older
sister, his preoccupation with his father's disappearance
continues to haunt him. But there is often more to a story
than the torment it causes. This one is about forgiveness
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and second chances.
Rav Berg paints a vivid portrait of legendary Kabbalist
Rav Yehuda Brandwein in this memoir of his years spent
studying under the great master. Set in Israel at the time
of the Six-Day War, the book traces the development of
their relationship and shares the profound wisdom
gleaned from it. The relationship between master and
student is a profound one in Kabbalah, a time-honored
tradition that is described and illuminated by example
here. With humility and insight, Berg recounts the
spiritual journey that ultimately led Rav Brandwein to
pass on to him the mantle of responsibility for bringing
the ancient wisdom of Kabbalah to the contemporary
world.
In this prizewinning new interpretation of Jewish
mysticism, Moshe Idel emphasizes the need for a
comparative and phenomenological approach to
Kabbalah and its position in the history of religion. Idel
provides fresh insights into the origins of Jewish
mysticism, the relation between mystical and historical
experience, and the impact of Jewish mysticism on
western civilization. "Idel's book is studded with major
insights, and innovative approaches to the entire history
of Judaism, and mastery of it will be essential for all
serious students of Jewish thought."--Arthur Green, New
York Times Book Review "Moshe Idel's original,
scholarly, and stimulating study of Kabbalah contains the
promise of a masterwork."--Elie Wiesel "Moshe Idel's
book can help the nonspecialized reader to reconsider
the whole of Kabbalistic tradition in comparison with
many aspects of contemporary thought."--Umberto Eco
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"There can be no dispute about the importance and
originality of Idel's work. Offering a wealth of
complementary insights to Gershom Scholem and his
school, it will command a great deal of attention and
serious discussion."--Alexander Altmann
A lighthearted self-portrait written from the perspective of
the devil himself traces how he successfully deceived
most of the human race into believing he does not exist
and reveals his fear that Kabbalistic wisdom can
overcome his mastery of negativity and evil influences.
The wisdom of Kabbalah teaches us how to perceive
and live in the reality that spreads before us. It is a
systematic method that has evolved over thousands of
years, nurtured by individuals whose task was to ensure
that the true wisdom would be given to those ready to
receive it. The Book of Zohar (The Book of Radiance) is
an ageless source of wisdom and the basis for all
Kabbalistic literature. Since its appearance nearly 2,000
years ago, it has been the primary, and often only,
source used by Kabbalists. Written in a unique and
metaphorical language. The Book of Zohar enriches our
understanding of reality and expands our worldview.
However, this text should not be read in an ordinary
fashion. We should patiently and repeatedly read and
think about each sentence as we try to penetrate the
author's feelings. We should read it slowly and try to
extract the nuances of the text. Although the text deals
with one subject only-how to relate to the Creator-it
approaches it from different angles. This allows each of
us to find the particular phrase or word that will carry us
into the depths of this profound and timeless wisdom.
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The aim of this book is to study certain meditation
methods followed not only by religious traditions or
metaphysical movements that are still alive nowadays
like Advaita Vedanta, Kabbalah (within the Jewish
tradition), Christianity or Islam (particularly Sufism), but
also practiced by other currents or schools that, even
though already gone, significantly influenced the West.
This is the case of Neoplatonism or Stoicism, whose
influence was felt by ancient and medieval Christianity,
or Greco-Egyptian Hermetism, which played an
important role in the European cultural Renaissance from
the 15th century on. A special consideration has been
given to Christian tradition, introducing some of the most
representative authors of recollection and their
meditation methods. Este libro tiene por finalidad el
estudio de ciertos métodos de meditación seguidos no
solo por tradiciones religiosas o movimientos metafísicos
que continúan vivos actualmente como el vedanta
advaita, la cábala (en la tradición judía), el cristianismo o
el islám (particularmente el sufismo), sino practicados
también por otras corrientes o escuelas que, aunque ya
desaparecidas, influyeron significativamente en
Occidente. Es el caso del neoplatonismo o del
estoicismo cuya influencia se dejó sentir en el
cristianismo antiguo y medieval, o del hermetismo grecoegipcio que tuvo un papel destacado en el Renacimiento
cultural europeo a partir del siglo XV. Especial
consideración se ha dado a la tradición cristiana
mostrando algunos de los autores más representativos
del recogimiento y de su método de meditación.
Describes how the secret wisdom tradition known as the
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cabala can provide guidelines for reaching the universe
of light that practitioners believe exists beyond the
everyday world.
From best-selling author and noted teacher and speaker
Yehuda Berg comes a thought-provoking call to action
on our current global crisis. Positing that our collective
abdication of responsibility -- in every facet of our lives,
including business and the economy, the environment,
government and politics, healthcare, education, and
religion -- has contributed to the problems and
challenges we face, Berg asserts that taking
responsibility for our actions (or lack thereof) and their
consequences is the key to achieving change for the
better. Berg urges readers to access the power within
each of us, using the principles of Kabbalah, in order to
create the consciousness shift required for lasting
positive change.
Draws on the teachings of Kabbalah to counsel
spiritually minded women on how to understand
relationships in accordance with the differences between
the sexes, sharing advice on how to date, engage in
mutually beneficial intimacy, and embark on a long-term
commitment.
According to the teachings of Kabbalah, angels are the
infrastructure of the universe, the invisible conduit that
moves energy along. Some have existed forever:
archangels, angels of the days of the week and the
zodiac, guardian angels, the angels of death and
judgment. Other angels, both positive and negative, are
created through our actions. Inteligencia angelical
reveals the power behind these unseen forces and
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shows how, through Kabbalah, readers can harness that
power, transform their lives, and find greater fulfillment.
Karen Berg is the inspirational co - director of The
Kabbalah Centre as well as the founder of the Spirituality
For Kids Foundation. It was through her persistence that
we all - both men and women - are able to benefit fro the
truth found in Kabba...

This authentic translation into English of two
Kabbalah texts written in Hebrew asks deeply
personal questions about the essence of an
individual and the existence of a soul. Discussing the
experience of an individual and the role of humans in
creation, it offers an understanding of the places of
evil, suffering, compassion, and joy in the full
experience of divine love. The Kabbalah is
presented here not as an esoteric study limited to
the divinely inspired, but as a universal pathway of
the spirit. Coming from the West rather than the
East, this book fills a long-awaited gap as it teaches
an essential spirituality within the conceptual
framework of the Judeo-Christian tradition.
Drawing wisdom from the Zohar, this short
kabbalistic text redefines this legendary period of
time as a window for individuals and communities to
reach "messiah consciousness." That means it's up
to people, not some celestial savior, to ignite global
change. All the natural disasters poverty, revolutions,
anarchy, are wake-up calls to a fragmented
humanity. The end is near, but as Yehuda explains
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this really means "the end of dominance of the
human ego. In its place we will experience the
unleashing of our true selves - the illuminated human
soul." There must be a critical mass, a certain
threshold of transformation to capitalize on this
window, and when that occurs, the peoples of the
world will function as one body while still
appreciating our differences. Our collective minds
have the power to bring an end to negative
consciousness and birth a new existence right now.
For admirers of The Power of Now, Eckhart Tolle's
wisdom now comes in a highly accessible form ? an
elegant boxed set of color cards. Each inspirational
card expresses a quotation from the book on one
side and art on the other to aid busy people with
their daily meditations. Topics covered include
discovering portals to the now, rising above thought,
transforming suffering into peace, and creating
enlightened relationships.
Outlines a drug-free approach to overcoming
depression, drawing on ancient Kabbalah
philosophies to counsel sufferers on how to break
cycles of depression, reconnect with desire, and
reclaim their lives, in a guide that is complemented
by inspirational case stories.
In this memoir, Rav Berg illuminates the profound
bond between teacher and student, painting a
beautiful portrait of one of the greatest kabbalists of
our time—Rav Yehuda Brandwein. Set in Israel
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during the tumultuous days before and after the Six
Day War, this book traces the development of their
special relationship and shares the wisdom gleaned
from it. Within its pages, we sense their passion for
bringing the ancient wisdom of Kabbalah to the
contemporary world. This is the spiritual journey that
ultimately resulted in Rav Brandwein passing the
responsibility of leadership of The Kabbalah Centre
to Rav Berg.
Rabbi Berg offers a concise explanation of the
Kabbalah's 72 names of God and how the three
letters of each name of God can be used to connect
with the infinite spiritual current to enhance individual
lives and transform the entire world.
A forefront Kabbalah teacher explores the
intersection between science, spirit, and Kabbalah
wisdom, in a guide that considers the scientific
concept of "less is more" in spiritual terms that are
based on a philosophy that space will continue to
diminish around people until they become united.
Anita came to Mumbai for work and coming to the city of
Mumbai was getting a second life . Living in Mumbai for last
ten years , how her life unfolded in front of her eyes and how
she made peace with herself , how she learnt to be herself ,
accept herself the way she is and continuously evolve in this
journey. Vadapav in Mumbai is an Ode to the spirit to the city
of Mumbai ,how the city has brought out the best in Anitas
Life and made her the person that she is becoming . The one
message she has her through his book is Be Yourself and its
okay when life happens to us in more than one ways. The
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idea is not to pre-judge oneself too early-on in life and give
yourself a chance .
If we lived with an awareness of reincarnation and karma, we
would never think of life as random, perceive ourselves as
victims, and we’d always be conscious of our actions. Life
would make more sense and would be infinitely more fulfilling.
Reincarnation is the soul’s journey back to the Light via
multiple physical incarnations.In each lifetime, the soul
returns to the physical world to correct a different aspect of
itself. In one incarnation a soul may need to learn about being
rich; another it may need to learn about being poor. Or it may
need to experience strength and weakness, anger and
compassion, beauty and unsightliness. It doesn’t matter if
you were Cleopatra or a foot soldier, the point is to be
conscious of the things we failed at, the damage we came to
restore so we can make the correction this time around.
Reading this book can help you understand some of the
challenges and questions you have in this lifetime that may
have come from another life. Part I discussses the process of
reincarnation—how and why it happens. In Part II, you will
learn about life challenges and why it’s important to embrace
them as a necessary part of our soul’s work. In Part III, you
can detect past life lessons by using kabbalistic tools of
angels, astrology, palm and face reading. Awareness of our
soul’s journey creates a context that helps us to guide our
lives and appreciate what we were given. With this knowledge
over many lifetimes our soul eventuality manages to
understand all the lessons and puts all of these fragments
together. As it does so, the soul gathers sparks of Light back
to itself. Eventually it returns to the source of all Light—the
Creator—complete. When we understand reincarnation, our
mistakes in this life become devastating. We develop a level
of spiritual maturity that helps us to perceive how everything
is part of a bigger plan designed to help us to change and
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grow. Death is not the end of the game, but just a chance to
do over. We have nothing to fear. Life will be continued . . .
In this revolutionary, thought-provoking book, Kabbalist Rav
Berg dares to take on a subject long considered taboo by
medical and scientific establishments -- immortality. And that
the ultimate getting of Kabbalah is really getting eternal life.
Some of the greatest Kabbalists never died. Drawing upon
the personal story of his own journey towards spiritual
enlightenment, Rav Berg shares compelling kabbalistic
insights into the origins of death, and the spiritual tools
necessary for its final disappearance from the world. This is
the remarkable story about how one of the greatest
Kabbalists of this century got Kabbalah. This deeply felt
memoir illuminates Rav Berg's relationship with his master,
the great Kabbalist Rabbi Yehuda Brandwein, as well as the
growth of The Kabbalah Centre, the world's largest
organisation dedicated to spreading the wisdom of Kabbalah.
Why do our prayers seem to go unanswered? Do miracles
really exist? Can we ever know all the mysteries of our
universe? In Miracles, Mysteries and Prayer, Rav Berg takes
us on a compelling journey where we discover many insightful
secrets revealing a mysterious connection between the
universe out there and the universe within ourselves. The lifeenriching concepts of Kabbalah provide a clear light onto the
profound answers and solutions that we personally seek. We
begin to realize that prayer can solve many of our own
mysteries and create a miracle or two in our own lives as well.
The ancient Kabbalists provided us with a technology for
activating the power of prayer. For the first time in 2000
years, this ancient technology is being made available to the
layperson. This is volume two of a two-volume set.
The renowned kabbalist explores the metaphysical questions
raised by the ancient Jewish practice of mysticism, using
kabbalistic principles to explore the limits of both the inner
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and outer universe. Original.
New in paperback, from the best-selling author of The Way,
comes a revolutionary method for becoming all powerful.
Written with extraordinary clarity, Michael Berg presents a
logical approach to achieving our supreme birthright. In
revealing this opportunity for humanity, Michael highlights
ways to develop our natural God-like attributes and diminish
the aspects of our nature that interfere with our destiny. In his
succinct style, Michael provides the answer to the eternal
question of why we are here: to become like God.
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